


A place where 
every person, 
every smile, 

and every detail
tell a story.

WELCOME
HOME





ALL-FUN INCLUSIVEtm



XEL-HÁXCARET



XOXIMILCO



XENOTES XICHÉN TOUR



Each of our houses was inspired 
by our guests’ needs, offering unique 

experiences, surrounded 
by stunning views.

Our eco-integrative design merges 
architecture into the landscape
in a caring and sustainable way.

5 ELEMENTS,
5 HOUSES









Discover an artisanal Mexico, 
which for generations 

has imprinted its creativity
and inspiration in looms, palm,

clay or wood works, 
that create a visual language 

merging traditional 
and contemporary Mexico.

A TRIBUTE
TO MEXICO



All of our decorative elements 
are made in conjunction 

with vulnerable communities 
under a fair-trade vision 

and commitment with their
 social development.



Wake up to the fascinating rivers and 

infinite horizon of the Caribbean Sea.

From this moment on, 

personalized service, handcrafted art, 

and interior design will create 

the perfect scenario 

for an unrivaled relaxation. 

SUITES









Indulge in our diverse dining scene 
with 11 restaurants and 9 bars, 
where all tastes are satisfied. 

Recipes and flavors connect the 
magic of traditional Mexican 
cuisine, awarded Intangible 

Cultural Heritage of Humanity 
by UNESCO, with the best 

of international gastronomy.

CUISINE









A one of a kind spa, 
nestled in natural rock, 
with rivers and a cenote, 

awaits.

An unparalleled surrounding
to experience 

ancestral journeys.

MULUK SPA





A picture-perfect start for love, 
right in the heart of nature.

An unforgettable celebration calls 
for an exceptional location.

WEDDINGS





At Hotel Xcaret México, we make 
things happen.

Personalization, warmth, and our 
unique All-Fun Inclusivetm

concept, turn our convention 
center and open spaces into 

an unconventional 
group experience.

EVENTS



HOTEL XCARET MÉXICO INLETS



Aiming to give back some of nature’s generosity, 
we have successfully enabled:

• Conservation and release programs: Pink Flamingo, Scarlet 
Macaw, Royal Toucan, Manatee and Pink Seashell

• Ten breeding projects: Pink Flamingo, Green Macaw, Royal 
Toucan, Quetzal, Nurse Shark, Butterflies, Mexican Parrot, 

Tapir, Curassow and Crested Guan

• Green school and environmental education projects

• Efficient use of resources and responsible
 waste management

EVERY VISIT
COUNTS



Proud to be the first
 EarthCheck certified hotel 

in the Americas, based on our 
Building, Planning 

and Design standards.  



Mex: 01 800 009 7567
USA: 1 844 795 4525 

WWW.HOTELXCARET.COM

Carretera Chetumal - Puerto Juárez Kilómetro 282, 
Solidaridad, 77710 Playa del Carmen, Quintana Roo.

México.


